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A special thank you to...

To our amazing contributors who do such incredible work; to our club
advisor Professor Jennifer Barber who has supported us throughout the
years; to the Archives and Library for assisting with the 50th Anniversary exhibit
and promotion of the magazine.
I would also like to thank all the readers and e-board members— JonLuc, Shannon, Jenny, Mackenzie, Claire, Kendra, and Donovan. Each
one of you took the reins in your position and ran with them. I’m so grateful for
the dedication, creativity, and work you have all done. This was a huge year for
us, and you should be proud of what you did for our “Golden Year”.
To Alex Paterson and Jared Berman of the Student Leadership and
Involvement for your help from structuring the club to assisting with the party
design and plan. Your guidance has been invaluable.
To the Suffolk University English Department, specifically Professors
Amy Monticello, Quentin Miller, George Kalogeris, and Wyatt Bonikowski for supporting the completion of the magazine and bringing in your
students to contribute to us through submissions and to the club’s growth. Thank
you, as well, to Lauren Burch for your typewriter in our exhibit! You all took
the anniversary to heart and pushed for more this year. It has paid off incredibly.
To the New England School of Art and Design, for your support in
the visual arts this year, helping get the word out to your glorious students, and
for assisting with our design. You were all excited about the magazine this year,
and your advice for the layout and design has given us a truly memorable anniversary. I am thrilled you found a home on campus.
To Scott Kayhan, I am eternally grateful. You have taken your designs and transformed them in a way that leaves me stunned. I knew I could
rely on you ever since you designed our first poster. Having you on our staff has
revamped our look in a way that is uniquely you. You are so talented and trustworthy, and we are so lucky to have had you this year. You’re going to go on to
do great things.
To John Winter and The Ink Spot, thank you for publishing our
magazine every year with such incredible quality. I knew our magazine would
be in good hands because you have already proven yourselves. You will be seeing
Venture again, for many years to come.
To Gregory Wayland, for contributing to our magazine and for beginning this club all those years ago. We would not be here without you. I am so
moved that you could be a part of Venture again, and I hope you are proud of
how far Venture has come.
To all the contributors, thank you for taking the risk and submitting
your art and writing to us. Thank you for trusting your hard work with us and
being a part of our “Golden Year”. Your name will go down in history here at
Suffolk, forever.
To my friends, Mom, and my brother, Nicholas, for helping distract
me and taking me out of my own way when I needed it. I don’t always show
how much I appreciate it, but I hope this stands as a symbol of how one kindness can lead to something bigger. Like dominos falling into place, kindness
breeds kindness and greatness.

HOW IT BEGAN
By Greg Wayland, Co-founder & first editor
It was 1966 when a fellow Suffolk student ended our brief
encounter with the parting remark, “some of us are thinking about
starting a literary magazine.”
That’s how it all began.
We were between classes in the busy second floor corridor of
the Archer Building. It was Suffolk’s only building at the time—law
school and undergraduate programs crammed into that grim, lightless
behemoth. I’d sought out and introduced myself to the student in
question because I’d heard he was a writer; that he’d actually written
stories. His name was Frederick Hohing, a blond, Nordic-appearing
junior from New Jersey. I was an Irish Catholic freshman from
Dorchester and an aspiring writer. The idea of a literary magazine
thrilled me, though I hadn’t been thinking about one before Frederick
mentioned it.
Thereafter it seemed everybody who was “thinking” about a
magazine was too busy to do anything about it. Most Suffolk students
in the Sixties were overburdened, dashing from classes to jobs and
the subway. There were no dormitories, no sense of community.
Non-commuters occupied Beacon Hill apartments they shared, not
infrequently, with the cockroaches. (One fellow named Steve, like a
crazed entomologist, was nurturing a roach in a jar, hoping to bulk it
up to Madagascar proportions. He, too, was a writer. That should tell
you how badly Suffolk’s ‘literary fringe’ needed rescuing.)
For my part, I’d caught “lightening” in a jar, winning a Suffolksponsored speech contest as a high school senior. It carried a full fouryear scholarship, which spared me the necessity of working to pay
tuition. It also left me time to develop the magazine idea between
bibulous escapades with fellow literati at the old Beacon Chambers and
The Red Hat.

Building interest was a slow two-year process. There were
meetings with potential contributors– poets, writers, photographers,
graphic artists. The school was expanding and the well-spring of
creative yearning deepening.
The administration, while supportive, was wary. Student
publications in the Sixties meant free speech. Free speech meant
obscenity, scandal and law suits. I had to pledge our good behavior.
Before heading off to graduate school and a globe-trotting teaching
and writing career, Frederick helped me draw up a final proposal.
English Department Chairman Stanley Vogel and University
President John Fenton heaved final nervous sighs, then approved
funding for two issues, one each semester. I remain grateful to this
day. Two faculty advisors kept an eye on us.
I did the layout and chose a simple name: Venture. This was,
after all, quite a venture for stodgy old Suffolk.
I found a printer in Lowell, did the layout. Photography editor
Phil Bailey snapped undergraduate Leslie Coburn strolling barefoot
up a Beacon Hill alley. Think runaway, free-spirit, the Sixties. We
had our cover.
One mild spring day I took delivery of the premier issue through
the ground-floor window of our Derne Street office. I ripped open
the first box— and smiled.
I’d edit three more issues with the original staff. Some are gone,
not forgotten. Co-founder Frederick Hohing became Frederick
Highland. Look for his novels Ghost Easter and Night Falls on
Damascus on Amazon. We’ve not seen one another since he left
town. But we’re in touch.
And we’re astounded and overjoyed that our little Venture,
born from a chance remark, has turned golden.

From the Editor...…
I joined Venture in my sophomore year because my roommate Amelia was involved with the magazine. From then on, I have worked my way up the ladder, beginning as a reader to comb through our submissions, to Social Media
Manager in 2016-2017. Finally, in my final year at Suffolk, I have been the
Editor-in-Chief.
During my junior year I noticed on the “About” of our website that we began as
a club in 1967 and published in 1968 for the first time. Learning this, I knew I
had to apply for the position of Editor-in-Chief. I had big ideas for our anniversary, and I was compelled to push for them. I knew I couldn’t sit back and not
do something with this knowledge.
I ran out my door this year to give myself over to Venture completely. From
inquiry emails to creating the exhibit, Venture has called me to do many things
I never thought I could accomplish.
My favorite task— other than the book, of course— was the 50th Anniversary
exhibit I created over the summer with help from the Archives and the Library.
Because they house this exhibit to this day, it has given us more of a presence on
campus. More students know who we are because of the red typewriter and old
paint knives that sit inside the glass case.
I have learned from this exhibit about Venture’s history, and how it has adapted for every new generation. I am so amazed at how each book took parts of
everyone involved to capture the world around them. If you want to see history
here at Suffolk and in Boston as a student, take a look at our artists who made
something of it, year after year.
It is for this reason that we have republished the first cover from 1968. We may
have come far as a magazine, but we must remember how we came to be to see
how we should continue in our future.
Watching how this book moves from submissions to finalized book— and seeing
how it had come together in the past— gives me great confidence in saying that
the arts will never completely be lost. Every year, we continue to have students
submit to us from many different majors, proving that creation remains an important part of human existence. This book is evidence of that. I am eternally
grateful to be a part of this legacy and hope in our trying times.
Please enjoy our 50th Anniversary edition of Venture and continue to enjoy the
publications in the future.
			
Proudly,
Sofia N. Ohrynowicz
Editor-in-Chief, 2017-2018
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Poetry

New Year’’s’ Resolutions
						by Rosalie Pothier

there is nothing worse
than lost
motivatio-
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Letters to an Imaginary Therapist
										
						by Ryan Mettler

Dear Dr. Otto Ulfreich Elgernstern von
Kartoffelpufferberg Last night I dreamt of many things:
Of counting trees and their age-rings
Which for (more than)
five hundred days have burned.
And I can’t say that their
smell charmed me,
In fact, it infuriated and alarmed me,
But one tree said: “In reality
You really shouldn’t be concerned.”
But somewhere dark within my dreaming
‘Midst a scorched obsession - steaming Something deep inside me
Like a locomotive turned.
It rocketed off from the tracks,
Flung the riders on their backs
As that coal-train ran rampant,
Amok into the sea.
Now loaded was that engine-furnace
With those two trees - which, in earnest If it’s the only thing that I learned,
Probably should’ve been let grow free.
For the train, in my interpretation,
I can say, though with some hesitation
- As I know little of psychiatry Wasn’t literal, but instead quite termed
To be - metaphorically - myself and me.
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Thus, I suppose that my question
- which hopefully teaches a lesson Would, mostly simply put then be:
If I, myself, am a train off-ran,
And doubt is drowning at sea,
I wonder - need -to understand,
Can any water extinguish the tree?
Oh! And in this strange
and slanted vision
- That is, before the ocean-collision It seems like everything’s a plan.
Alas, now the train has no conductor
(Is it symbolic that word
rhymes with “fucked her”?)
So there’s no knowing where to go.
Now I think that I, a wild locomotive,
Most often times far too emotive,
Should’ve stopped dead in my tracks
And let those two trees grow.
Dear, Subject That sounds like quite a dream,
And from deciphering what I can,
I would agree that you seem
To be more steam-engine than man.
- Sincerely, Dr Otto Ulfreich Elgernstern
von Kartoffelpufferberg, Imaginary
Psychoanalyst at
Large

“		
Split on the Wire		
								
						by Sharyn Gladstone

You know what you were doing
When you were alone that night
You spent your days ruing,
Fleeing from the light
You arrived just past dawn
Sneaking in through the back
You got high in your brawn
When you went in to attack
You were always aberrant
To hearing someone’s pleas
A behavior that was errant
And too at ease
And so your soul split on the wire
That you used to choke him.
Was it to make yourself feel higher?
Or was it just a whim?
No one will know how a kid
Could pull off such a crime.
But we know where you’ve hidden
And will be there in due time.
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Come Back to Me
						by Jacqueline Janusis

My face is stung by the chill in the air and
there is no way for me to feel the air that surrounds you
the last letter you sent was a week ago
How does the world look through your eyes?
last time you saw me was in a photograph
one square piece of film
which I slipped into my last letter
the war had called to you as do I
Does the air pinch your cheeks like mine?
no one would dare utter to me
the way in which the world may betray lovers
through a palpable distance that can sometimes cut
When do you come back, do you know by now?
I can hear the nuances of your voice in the letters,
the laugh that escapes
after a poorly timed joke you just couldn’t help but tell
spoken fast so all the syllables gel together
and each nuisance in my life
falls away to focus on one beautiful melody:
your voice.
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Earthly Elements
						by Jennifer Hunt
the skies are clear yet
the rooftops are crying tears that won’t
escape from my eyes.
the skies are clear
and the most beautiful day of
winter is clouded
summer came in the middle of winter
when the salty warm water
encompassed my feet,
dancing on the edge where everything
clashes. sand, body, waves.
through the ocean’s melody I heard
the sirens whispering,
I didn’t know what they said

sticky, heavy, holding air
burning my hands trying to pick a poppy
from the sun, millions of miles away,
still has the power to kill.

these hills seem harder to walk
and it’s only the five blocks home,
but it’s the devastating
gut wrenching feeling						

know that the sidewalks hold
the safest part of the street
but I never learned to walk on concrete,
balance the cracks in-between these five blocks.

didn’t have time to
build a bridge that			

that makes this air
hard to breathe
never been quite sure where
the in-between starts,

it’s the twirling in the desert,
waiting out the storm because it’s been
over a year since the last downpour
dizzy from the dissonance,
knowing you get caught in the thunder,
now spans this ocean			

welcoming the desperate downpour,
wailing
“pick me”
						

whether the drowning waves
threw me back to shore

the sands
open

“please leave”
I don’t know where I stood,

or the desert drowned me

out through the rain.
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For Nothing
			 			by K.P. Hubbard
		
(inspired by Brenda Miller’s ”Swerve”)
I’m sorry about the night I went for a drink after work.
I’m sorry I let him sit in my car,
In the passenger seat,
Your seat.
We walked side by side and made our home at the corner of a wooden bar.
You saw us, didn’t you- through the glass door?
You saw us laugh and take big gulps of dark beer,
You saw usRight where I told you I’d beWhere location services told you I’d be.
You saw us and sulked back home.
You saw us again, for the first time that evening, right?
When he walked me back to my door.
Our door.
When I stepped inside we launched into our finale.
Screaming matches that left my stomach aching to bring up anything at all,
Hunched over the toilet,
Hair wet from tears sticking to my face,
And you.
Your voice waking the neighbors.
Months of sorries would follow.
Now begging forgiveness for talking to men,
For talking to women,
For going to work at all,
For losing my health and sanity,
And eventually,
For losing you.
19 months later, I’m only sorry that I didn’t go home with him instead.
I didn’t do anything at all.
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“Re-Resonate
					by Nicholas Strang

If forever my fear left me,
left me to speak.
Only then could I, on the
verge of jumping to my death,
ever say how beautiful you are.
Yes, it’s true.
Only you, give me such fear.
Understand me, so I may understand you.
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“Broken Branches Grow New Life

						by Kendra Asaph
Broken people,
Mended souls.
Tears— fall like autumn leaves.
Yet, still we march on,
Red Azalea, purple violet, yellow daffodil;
Each heart as beautiful and unique as the next;
Our hearts beat:
as one.
For fear and strength bring
together even the loneliest souls,
From lands filled with curry
to those topped with herring sauce
to those which flow with rivers of breakfast tea,
We all ache for more than just survival.
Interpreter of sanity,
how can we move on from tragedy?
The men are at war, the women are safely at home.
And yet;
Home is a war too.
And we are at war within
ourselves.
Like an egg smashed on a rock,
time drips slowly away.
As a storm rages outside;
And inside our minds;
Longing for something carefree.
The curve of a piano covered in treats
yet the curve of a woman’s body is just as sweet.
A kite stitched with pity,
A dress stitched with hope;
Stitch up our wounds and go back to the battle.
Our roots are strong, our leaves are lively,

and we will prosper.
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Imitation
						by Madison Mehringer

I’m Singular! What to you?
Are you– singular– too?
A pair of unplucked wildflowers!
Stay rooted! Desperate hands pluck– this day!
How filling– to eat– Chocolate!
How ironic– blushing blue
St. Val ordered pink– Cupids enforce
Singulars’ revolt long overdue
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“

About the Coffee Shop

							by Jacob Geanous
I will type until my fingertips fall off
And even still I will carry on
If it has a chance
to get her back in my arms
I will sit here at this crappy excuse
For a kitchen table, now covered
In a sheen of Southern Comfort
And write until I am forced to stop
If it would make her understand
And to say it hurts or stings right now
Wouldn’t do it justice in the least
Because something is alive inside me
That won’t live without her
It seems
And it’s fighting like hell to get out
But it stomps on my brain and tongue
Completely shreds every word in my mouth
And it just seems like I am doomed
I can’t
to get her to look at me like she did
I can
Barely get her to look at me at all
I told her I wouldn’t write
About when she grabbed my hand
In the downtown coffee place
I don’t know if she realized
She took me wildly off guard
And I would have never left
If I thought that
She would never let go
I think she thinks I am bullshit
She could be right
11

“The Ten Side Effects of Weight Loss
							by Heba Munir
1. Eyes tend to linger for longer
Not eyes brimming with love and adoration
Or something that could fulfill salvation
But serpentine blinders
2. Check my bony wrists
For that same snakes venomous kiss
Let the poison run through my veins
If that means the public will seize to refer to me as if I feign
3. I asked my friend if it was a sin to find myself beautiful
Erroneous, is confidence not suitable?
The verdict was inscrutable
4. I feel the same
Those insecurities that would plague
my brain, remain
5. People expressing that I look appealing
As if before I looked appalling
I am the same person
6. The suffocating and self-loathing question,
“Have you been on a diet?”
7. Physically I have found this strength, this courage,
and this firmness
External factors have made a mockery out of my life,
as if I’m worthless
8. When I changed my life positively
I did not pray for this pessimistic mentality
9. Hold my waist, like I have a disability
Because I don’t know if I can ground my stability
10. Every pound lost
Correlated with fragments of my spirit tossed

Now I’m left wondering was it worth the cost?
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“		
Fertilizer
					by Claire Mulvena

I think I’m gonna put fertilizer in my room
Buy bags from Home Depot and cover my floors
(I’ve never been crazy about my rug anyway)
I’m hoping it’ll help me grow
I’ve heard in does the trick with crops
But my mom always said I’m like a mule: set in stone,
unmoving.
A huge jackass.
My best ideas come at night
And I haven’t slept in days
It’s why I’m buying the fertilizer.
Stepping into the dirt will help, I know it will.
Muddied toes and soft steps
There’ll be dirt under my fingernails from scratching at my
head,
I know it.
(I hope)
I know it.
(I’m on my fourth Redbull and it’s acidic and I’m still
waiting on the wings so I think fertilizer is my next step)
I know it
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“
And No One
						by K.P. Hubbard
4:42 in the morning
My fingers graze a scratchy carpet
In search for a bra, a shirt, a light
I grab whatever I can
I see him lying there
He’s got a shorter frame than you
He’s got a cactus on his nightstand
that I gave to him when we were just friends
He’s got two pillows and one blanket
on an otherwise empty bed
His arms still cradling the imprint of where I was
I’ve got my keys
All I’ve ever really needed to leave
5:01 in the morning
My shoulder busts the broken door
open to our building
5:01 in the morning
The sun is starting to come up
And it dawns on me that I don’t live here anymore
We don’t live here anymore
5:01 in the morning
Awake out of spite
5:02 I walk to the pharmacy next door
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“Never Have I Ever
						by Jennifer Hunt

It’s never been a matter of “never have I ever”
always came in somewhere between first and last
landing were I felt comfortable,
and always further than the first but
behind the last
in a game where you say you haven’t done x
when that’s really all you want to solve this game
and the game came to social polls,
always wound up in the majority of “I have”
vs. “I have never”
until
“never have I ever dated someone for sex”
and out of 33,938 votes I belonged in the
lower 19%
and I guess that suits my age
suits my lack of care for other bodies
suits my finger going down while yours goes up
either at me or in me
but somewhere between first and last,
I lost.
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“Mahogany
						By Ryan Mettler
“Where’ve you been?” – The pinprick soliloquy.
It reached out and grabbed me.
And it was cold and damp and wiggly
But after a while it stabbed me,
And the blood lost
Left the bartop glossed;
A silhouette mirror that entrenches me
Within those 28 lying inches
Of imitation mahogany.
“I’ve been writing.” – The unspoken apology.
Between the burns it escaped me,
And through the bits of broken honesty
The burn that burnt, it raped me;
But then, in slides another glass
And after a goodtime pass
With a playful pep it pinches me
Beneath those 28 cheating inches
Of imitation mahogany.
“No you haven’t.” – The choric comedy.
Then, another round, it told me
To the bourbon-tempo prosody
That its wood would always hold me;
So warm the nook,
So sharp the hook,
In a fluid snag it winches me
Across those 28 slippery inches
Of imitation mahogany.
“You’re right.” – The abandoned odyssey.
Another round to light the black I see,
Another round, repeated commonly,
Another round and it came back to me;
“Another round?” – As if prophetic,
“Another round.” – Forlorn, pathetic,
Another round and it clenches me,
Another round, it flays and lynches me

Atop those 28 fucking inches
Of imitation mahogany.
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“
Hold Me In
			by Shannon Conley
It is past late but not yet early –
a silent hour –
but my mind is a river too full
gushing rushing
with thoughts churning into rapids
and I’m gasping gulping
searching for air that isn’t there
and a voice that only breaks.
Arms wrap around me,
tight around my chest
to hold the life-giving
flittering fluttering
bird inside the cage of my ribs
before she flies up my throat.
You know not to speak,
to let your breathing go slow
so my own chest falls and rises
in tandem with your own.
I feel her –
a jerking, stricken thing –
as she beats against my chest
in uneven bursts
yours yours
and maybe if she could only make her way out
she’d see the sun in your smile.
She’d make a home there,
a flowering nest in the crook of your neck,
and rise every day with the fluttering of almond eyes.
But my ribcage holds too well,
too used to her abuse.
So I whisper words into my palms
we are loved
and breathe them in
like they might save us.
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“Things
							by K.P. Hubbard

Things I’m mildly afraid to admit:
I don’t know what I’m doing
I don’t know where I’m going
I only vaguely know how a fax machine works
Most of my pajamas are my ex-boyfriend’s
I fell into a life that wasn’t mine
Because I was scared of losing my only
chance
I dragged you with me
I think I’d rather have mediocrity fill the
void than nothing at all
I lied when I said I love you
Countless times
And I think you did too
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“New Habits
					by Christina Payne

After years of rehearsed lines,
My tongue is sharper,
My words more cutting,
Slowly slicing away at the silence.
My voice is a weapon of mass destruction.
Full of articulate ammunition,
Waiting for the chance to strike.
I use my hands now,
Carving my screams into existence.
A white page,
Covered in letters,
Threading together in an intricate web.
Exchanging audible language
for something much deeper.
It’s a quiet infiltration,
Most don’t notice,
Once you do it’s too late,
I’m already in.
Now my stories, my thoughts,
Echo inside your mind,
Resonating as my truths with your voice.
Unknowingly gaining volume,
As my words are read and reread,
A cacophony of our voices,
Shouting my script
I am no longer quiet,
And neither are you.
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“Limerick
					 by Kendra Asaph

There once was a cat named Urie:
A calico lass, very furry.
She sleeps in my drawers,
She scratches my doors,
And she runs across floors in a hurry.
Mischievous kitty is she:
When angry, her weapon is pee.
She ruined my couch.
My roommates will vouch,
Her purpose in life is to spite me.
Yet, despite all her obvious flaws;
And the damage she does with those claws;
I love her sweet face,
And how she can erase,
Any sadness, no matter the cause.
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“Last Call
						by Chris DeGusto

Last call
Bar brawl
Too many hard fall
Too many hard thoughts
Too many hard battles fought
But we don’t rhyme
We go off the cuff and plow through the night
Blurry eyes frantic hands heavy hearts
Fixated on
Fixated on
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“Sestina for La Luna
						by Kendra Asaph
I lay my head upon the earth, cold and soft,
Looking forth for guidance from the moon.
Her light is full of wisdom, wrapped in secrets;
Stars fly past her in torrents like flaming birds.
I come here often in the night, when I feel lost—
Sweet Luna, lead me on, for once again, I am broken.
Tiny twigs snap gently under my bare toes, broken,
Like I was once; I feel their pain in my heart, slow and soft.
Their silent whimpers escape into the air and become lost,
Carried away by the wind, drifting toward the moon—
The aching that so stunned me glides, unnoticed by the birds,
Who have places to go, worms to see and
no time left for our secrets.
They have grown accustomed to the floating by of silent secrets,
That pour from the mouths of those who lay,
desperate and broken,
Trapped meekly on the ground, longing to fly
away with the birds,
With their earnest eyes and wings so noble, majestic, and soft,
Stopping flight to remind us: we are so far beneath the moon,
So warm and comforting, a home we once had and lost.
The curse of humanity: a thousand different
ways we find ourselves lost—
Trapped by selfishness and suspicion,
lips always dripping with secrets.
Man, so determined to own everything,
dreams of lassoing the moon,
And picking stars like apples from the sky,
their light burned out and broken.
Man craves the world for his hands,
itches to touch anything lustrous or soft;
He wants to chain what he cannot surpass,
envious of the freedom of birds.
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I’ve always wondered what thoughts fly along
with those auspicious birds
Do they look to me with longing as I look to them,
feeling, in their feathered bodies, lost?
Do they wish to dig pink fingers hungrily into the soil,
so moist and soft?
hoping to plant into the earth the seedlings
of my whispered secrets
And grow my words into some life new,
one that can seal what has been broken
A life that will carry me home, all the way to the waiting moon.
I sigh alone, the night silent, save for
the tender humming of the moon,
Lulling me to sleep, wrapped in the smooth
blanket of her light, as the birds
Wink knowingly, with hearts imperceptibly broken,
Longing to comfort me in their wings, their voices lost
In wordless song that so beautifully conceals their secrets.
My hair intermingles with the grass below me, sweet and soft.
Even in slumber, her presence is in the birds,
her echoes, warm and soft,
In daylight. The moon guides me home, guarding deep secrets.
No longer do I fear being broken; I find comfort in the lost.
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“Original
					by Madison Mehringer

“I’m Nobody! Who are you?
Are you– Nobody– too?
Then there’s a pair of us!
Don’t tell! They’d advertise– you know!
How dreary– to be– Somebody!
How public– like a Frog–
To tell one’s name– the livelong June–
To an admiring Bog!”
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“Shiver
					by Claire Mulvena

Closer still, I’m shivering
It’s the good kind though
The roller coaster kind, the fresh mint kind, the hard fuck kind
I think it’s your fault
No, I know it is.
That my shoulders are trying to touch
And my spine feels ticklish
You’re surrounding me with smooth arms and scratchy chin
You remind me of my dad
He used to put his arm around me when I worried
I told him I was afraid to die
Especially alone
And cold
He laughed and hugged me tighter
Claire we all die alone
We live together
I’m with you now, I used to resent you for it
Scared you’d hold on too tight
But now I’m scared to let go
So I won’t
Hold me closer,
I can feel you shiver
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“Divinity on My Lips
					by Shannon Conley

Once, in a lily-filled garden
I don’t know if I dreamt or not,
a butterfly landed on your parted lips
and I swear in that moment
I would’ve plucked those dancing wings
from its dark frame
and laid them on your eyelids
like a sweet caress
if it kept your eyes fluttering in my
direction.
And it’s terrifying,
everything I would do for you.
It’s a gorgeous weight against my body,
the honey-soaked sigh of your love.
But it’s also the violent rush in my
blood –
a pounding siren’s song synced
to the heavy beating in my chest.
In my dreams
I crack open my sternum
and tear my own heart from my chest,
blood red like a valentine,
for you.
My vital organ,
muscle and sinew and bleeding
devotion
for you –
calling your name like a last resort
and a hushed moan
all at once.
And I know if it had been reality,
I would not regret it.
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Let me kiss your lips
and wash your feet.
Have me kneel at the altar
of your body
and lay my head on your lap,
a devout apostle.
And as the sun falls
and the moon ascends
in perfect tandem,
we will follow.
Because it’s not worship,
if you feel the same.

“Untitled (#23)
					By Ryan Mettler

The Devil’s voice cracked like a bone
While he jigged his brimstone fiddle.
He sang: “We’re born alone, we die alone,
Might as Hell be alone in the middle”.
But then young Death, in her blackened cloak,
Gave her scythe a sultry twiddle.
And when she spoke, how the Devil broke Undone by her rhyming riddle.
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“Untitled (#49)
					By Ryan Mettler

Hey, lookie, darlin’
Right outside
Our little cottage window There’s a firestorm raging
Burning hard
It’s raining blood and brimstone.
Now I know
You want to taste those flames
And feel that vengeful wind blow,
But it’s warm enough in here
With you –
So, let the world burn on its own.
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“GRIEF
				by Jacqueline Janusis

They told me grieving was a process
It would overcome me like a wave
And slowly recede from the middle of my mind
Until the sea had stilled and I could return
To the person I was once before.
I tried this method,
And it failed me profoundly
The wave hit, that much was certain
No one told me how long it would take to subside
Or the person who told me
Has never experienced it themselves.
The thought comes to mind
That the wave will never recede
A minute will pass where my head is underwater
But I resurface- time and time again
It washes over me like a blanket and I hold on
Then it rolls off to let me go, to breathe.
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“Fall
					by K.P. Hubbard

I remember the moment I stopped loving you
I fell away inside myself
Just like you said
Right?
No, not then
You’d never guess, really
I sewed my skin to yours
So we’d never fall apart
I saw the thread start to slip through the holes
You saw it too
No, not then
But when I was dressed in white
To cover the black sludge in my veins
Then you saw me
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“The Last
					by K.P. Hubbard

Isn’t it funny how we remember
The last
A frail frame in a bed that’s not her own
White sheets
One pillow
Lots of beeps
I remember the last of you too
You drove us to the parking lot
we’d fool around in as kids
We’d hold on to each other
Just in case
In case no one else was good enough
Though they never had to be
They just had to be there
And the last of me
The man with the stethoscope around his neck
asked you to leave the room
I could feel the saltwater pressing
against the back of my eyes
When he asked if you ever laid a hand on me
You didn’t
He couldn’t see the bruises you did leave
He couldn’t see anything at all
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“A Picture of You
					by Sydni Masiello

I drew a picture of you
One after the other
Detailing every freckle on your cheek
The green in your eyes
I drew the dimples in your cheeks
And the curls in your hair
But soon
The drawings started to change
Suddenly I forgot
If your eyes were green or blue
Where your beauty marks lay
Then I started to wonder
If I even knew you at all
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“I Know Not What You Are
						by Emily Nayyer

Who are you?
Whisper in my ear
and tell me the truth
Why are you pulling away?
Take my hand like you took my heart
But give me back what once was mine
Who are you?
A thin branch under
the weight of a giant
You shout but I hesitate to move
Afraid to look into your eyes and see
What I fear the most
Who are you?
A swig of alcohol
A puff of a day old cigarette
A crash of a glass vase against
a wooden door
A bloody bandage
Who are you?
Sucking away my
life and still seeing me as whole
A telephone ring
to tell me that I am forgotten
A welcomed guest for you
But an unwanted surprise party for me
Who are you?
A fantasy for children but an abuse to me
I am an atheist who prayed
A bird that lets itself
be caught by wild cats
A leaking sponge
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Begone!
You taught me to
stay within the lines
Where dreams are made
but not achieved
You created a porcelain doll
With disproportionate shares
of too many lies
And too little truths
Vanish!
You put a knife to my throat
When you wished me good luck
You turned to a foreign book
Leaving behind fingerprints of ink
And dog eared pages
Yet
You are a leech to my memories
Ripping away the duct tape I had used
To keep together my sanity
And now all I have left are the messages
wishing me a happy new year.

“Name Game
					 by Claire Mulvena
You said who do you think you are
Who am I?
I am Claire
You know the one, the ginger with a God complex?
She can’t dance but man does she try
She doesn’t know who she is
No really, ask her you’ll see
Because she’ll just look at you and say
Who am I?
Sam I am, I am Sam’s.
His son, not the chef
I don’t cook but my neighbor’s dog is the sweetest
Her name is Sheila
Now say that like you’re Steve Erwin
But you aren’t, of course
Steve, that is.
Unless you are? Are you?
Who do you think you are?
I am Veronica
Claire after a beer, but I don’t know her
She makes questionable choices
She asks so many damn questions
No, I do not know who won the most Jeopardy games
Do you?
(His name was Ken, short for Kenneth, long for Kenny)
I’ll take talking to literally anyone else at this party for 200, Alex.
Trebeck, not The Great.
Is there really a difference?
What do you think, because really I’m unconvinced.
No, I’m Claire
I’m sorry; I don’t think I caught your name.
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“A Sadistic Hoax
						by Emily Nayyer

There are millipedes crawling down my spine
Tickling my scarred skin masking the groans of long hours
And not enough sleep.
They tease me with giggles and winks
And with every breath I take, I willingly go forward.
Yet you keep tracing my steps back to where I belong:
Back to that place where the sun never rises
and the moon never glows.
Where the roof always leaks and the clouds
never cease to persist.
Where there is one lock but the key always jams.
For I am a dot.
Filled in until you can no longer see the parchment.
No matter how hard you try, the eraser just
keeps getting smudged
And I stay pitch-black.
Come now, don’t you see?
I have only ever wanted you to a poke a hole through me.
Let me vanish.
Let me remain forgotten.
Let me become less than what I have become.
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“What is it called?
					by Christina Payne

When anger fades,
And all the fight drains out.
When the storm has passed,
And debris falls absentmindedly from the sky.
When the eruption is over,
And an ash snow falls
Quietly on a petrified town,
Where no one talks.
When you can’t run anymore,
And your legs fold in on themselves.
When you push with every fiber of your being,
And the door gives way.
When the argument reaches a climatic slap—
And then silence.
When in a metal cacophony the cars collide
And then there is quiet,
Pierced only by the sirens arriving too late.
When your voice is too parched to scream,
And your eyes are too dry to cry.
When the Earth stops shaking,
And you gaze at your shattered home.
What is that called.
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“Cigarette Break Delirium
					
					by Jacob Geanous
No sky insight to scrape
Wind just blowing it’s ass off
Everyone frantically rushing
By me, and yeah I had to be
Somewhere sure we all do
Sane people, clean people
Leave their house, little boxes
With keys, phone, wallet
Destination clear in mind
And I knew where I was going
Just no idea where
On Earth
I was
That thought dug in to me
Eyes fixated on the tops
Of those tall, ugly, mountains
Only mountains are beautiful
These buildings are beehives
And the streets are swarming
It not summer, I’m not crazy
It’s cold and dreary and we
May not see the sun today
Didn’t deter the masses
Human disorientation
A street corner breakdown
An epiphany if I’m lying
A moment of clarity if not

Little red cheeked
Yellow jacket boy of max 5
Trips and cracks his head
On the pavement
I didn’t see it
I just heard it
Looked and he was whisked
By his parents out of there
The scene snapped me awake
So I stomped my cigarette
And went back to work
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“Let the Moon Erase my Sorrow
							
					by Jacqueline Janusis
My vision is trained on the
pavement
All I can see is your eyes
Yet my skin is lit up by the moon
You would have told me it’s too
late for coffee
I should probably go find my car
One thing that cannot escalate
my sorrow
Life is laced with sorrow.
Stomp my pain into the pavement
I finally found my car
What if I just close my eyes
And take a sip of this coffee
As I succumb to the lull of the
moon
Light breaks through darkness,
says the moon.
Just look to the shine
along the pavement
That I have now tainted
with my spilt coffee
And you can witness its sorrow
Try to erase the pain from my
eyes
Just focus on the radio in my car

turned chilly, even the coffee
My knees shake back
and forth in this old car
But on my face you can
no longer see my sorrow
My guide is now the moon
I can get by alone. It’s well
known pavement
Is this need, or want?
You can tell by my eyes.
It is foolish to ignore the eyes.
There was always a pair watching
me, from behind a coffee
Who taught me how to get up
from the pavement
Stand up, time to get in the car
Those lessons were not taught to
me by the moon
For only the night lets me
leak out my sorrow.
The pavement can never quite
read my eyes
As all my sorrow is hidden
by the coffee
Still my car keeps telling me to
follow the moon.

Even your presence
lingers in this car
If I was not entranced
by the moon
Perhaps I would have been
captured by those eyes
Now all the car senses are the
divots of pavement
This vehicle is etched in sorrow
Push it down with a
pull of the coffee
Everything has now
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“I AM
					by Yamalia Garcia

To all the boys I have ever loved
I want to say thank you.
For the rejection and the bruises and the heart ache
You have taught me that life is built of fleeting moments and
that some people are not worth the time or the chaffed knees.
I have learned that my worth does not lie in the escaped
whisper of my name upon your parted lips as you thrust your
insecurities into my purity.
I am worthy; I do not need your approval.
A queen birthed me and I have let my crown
slip from the curls that, cascade upon my head.
You have taught me that I can pull myself up even as your
words smack me down; I am unafraid for I am the fire for
which you should fear.
I have the ability to burn all that you are I am everlasting.
I am woman.
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“Found Graduation Lyrics
							
					
by So f ia Ohrynowicz

This stage I’m in, [it’s] a place I’ve never been.
Everyday seemed to greet me with a smile [but],
Days grow longer and nights grow shorter.
I’ve given up on giving up slowly.
Don’t waste your time.
Good and bad, I swear I’ve had them both,
They are overrated,
[And] I will never let you fall.
But this is the sound. Here and now.
Today’s the greatest day [we’ve] ever known.
I will follow you into the dark.
I’ll be close behind.
You really might know what it’s like [but],
Don’t close your eyes, the waters come
but the fire still rages on here.
Where it ends, it usually depends on where you start.
And now it is my turn to smile,
and say goodbye.
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Art
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When I was 17, I was taught to see color from a different perspective. I was given the challenge to create a
portrait using only the primary and secondary colors.
The shadows in our skin are not merely black, they are
filled with color. Knowing this, it is impossible for me
to look around the world and not see the many colors
that make up the tones that our eyes typically pass over.
My hope is to teach the world that color and beauty
can be found in everything, if we just know where to
look.

Nicole Cacchiotti, Child of the Universe
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L) Christian Morris, An Affliction #130
R) Christian Morris, An Affliction #107
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L) Ashley Sheehy, Laundry Day
R) Ashley Sheehy, London
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L) Phoebe Delmonte, Female Energy
R) Phoebe Adams, Chefchaouen Stairs
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L) Nicole Cacchiotti, Puerta de Alcazar
R) Nicole Cacchiotti, Puerto Verde
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L) Matt Borges, Neon Boston & Neon Cambridge
R) Christian Morris, Untitled
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L) Phoebe Delmonte, Untitled
R) Melis Cankiri, #8
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L) Calvin Yiwei Yin, Gemini
R) Calvin Yiwei Yin, Submission 6
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L) Aliza Greenstein, Untitled
R) Jon-Luc Jarboe, Average Bostonian Citizen
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L) Valeria Meza Chavez, AguaMalas
R) Alice Wynn, Provincetown Rock Jetty
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L) Tiffany Ma, Light Reading
R) Phoebe Delmonte, Strategizing
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L) Melis Cankiri, Untitled 6
R) Melis Cankiri, Untitled 9
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R) Annika Luk, Hazy
L) Erin LaVigueur, Stay on Track
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L) Erin LaVigueur, A Patch
R) Melis Cankiri, Untitled 4
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L) Thuy Nguyen, The Artistic Side of Science
R) Mike D’Angelo, City Motion
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L) Phoebe Delmonte, Bowling
R) Hannah Melissen, Catedral de Barcelona
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L) Erin LaVigueur, Swinging Over
R) Ashley Sheehy, Puppy Love
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L) Calvin Yiwei Yin, Daisies Resized
R) Nicole Cacchiotti, Angel (San Andrea, Italy)
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L) Thuy Nguyen, Autumn Reflection
R) Charlotte Armstrong McNeilly, Serendipity
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L) Jon-Luc Jarboe, Selah
R) Nicole Cacchiotti, We the People
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L) Ashley Sheehy, Morocco
R) Scott Kayhan, Untitled
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Alice Wynn, A Frequent Visitor
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Prose

What If the Ropes Were Never Tattered?
							
							By Emily Nayyer
Quivering hands are but the mere portrayal of the terror that runs havoc within
me. How could I possibly tell you what I am thinking when the words are flopping
around on my tongue, unwilling to roll off like gumballs in a gumball machine?
Whatever it is, just say it.
But I can’t, don’t you understand? Perhaps your seemingly crystal clear, sunless
eyes are in fact muddling your vision, preventing you from seeing the fear that is
streaming out of my pores, screeching like jays gathering to mourn for their dead.
Come now, it can’t be that bad.
Oh but it is! No prayer, apology, or explanation will act as forgiveness for what I
must say to you. The ropes that have kept me tied down have become discolored
and frayed for it has become an obligation, a mission to come forth to you and
bleed my heart out. And yet, way back in my mind, in a dingy corner, there lies
my desire to be roped back down.
Stop it, will you? You’re killing me.
I have not killed you yet, for I have not uttered what will eventually slash and rip
through you like a dull razor blade against the stubble of a man in distress. The
temptation to profess is inconceivably stronger than the grip of a baby’s hand
around the finger of their mother and yet, I am barred from doing so for I too
will be shattered into little glass particles and blown away by the thundering storm
that will be your fury.
Whatever it is, just let it all out!
Don’t tempt me, I beg of you…
For God’s sake, spit it out already!
… I have lost hope in you. I have worshipped you as those who have faith in the
sun gods and yet, you have proven yourself fraudulent. Every day, I dream of
breaking free from you, but we are joined, you see, by a bond unbreakable even by
the mightiest warriors and their swords. It has become clear to me that the stars
have been right all along; the perplexity and curiosity they hold are what I seek
to feel whole. You are no longer the meringue to my lemon tart; the skip to my
step; the bass to the symphony orchestra. You have become but a breeze, gently
caressing my rough skin but never leaving behind an impression of consolation.
I grappled for solace but my hands went right through you, touching nothing but
the phantom of your empathy. So, I am pulling the curtains shut, right here, right
now, for I can no longer watch myself disintegrate into dust by the spotlight that
has become my life and know that the final words I would utter to you would be
pleas for help.
Stop. Please, I beg of you, whatever it is, just stop.
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Mother’’s Heels
					by Sofia Ohrynowicz
It was dark and I hate the dark and I didn’t know what time it was but I really didn’t
care because I was heading in from a long, late night where I tried to subtly reach
for a strange guy’s hair from across the bar, but when he turned I scratched him
in the face, so he responded by taking my wrist and pulling me into the bathroom
shoving himself against me while the bar outside bumped with a live band that
actually didn’t seem too bad once you had a few drinks in your stomach, and he did
the routine kissing and touching stuff but said things like ‘I like your cat scratches,
why don’t you put some on my back’, doing all the stuff that my shrink said was
good when you weren’t doing it with strangers all the time who still had feelings but
I was only with them to feel their bodies and the way they shot up with energy from
mine, and his body lit up like a Christmas tree, but I was sweaty because I drank too
much and it was sweltering in the bar even though it was the dead of March when it
was still too cold to be spring, so I tumbled home because he asked for my number,
but I don’t like that, so I told him to close his eyes— he didn’t listen because they
never do, they want to memorize the eyes of the girl they just burrowed into and he
looked too closely, he shuddered and grabbed my arms, demanding to know what
was wrong with my eyes, and I screamed and ran out the bar faster than a bunny
being hunted by a fox who had a taste of her fur wanting to devour her whole,
the streets were barren and silent but at least that way I could hear his footsteps if
they came after me as I ran the seven blocks of bricks to the apartment, there was
nothing, but the sound of Mother’s heels click-click-clack-bang-boom-thud-crash
against the pavement powered by the thing in my chest beating wildly, I didn’t want
him to follow me I didn’t want him to look too closely because they always look too
close into my eyes and get scared, because that is what happened when I lost my
parents, you could see it in my eyes, it’s why I like drinking to muddy my vision but
not so much so I couldn’t get to the top of the stairs and slip into my parents’ place
after tossing Mom’s shoes onto the ground, I padded to my room at the opposite
end of the pitch-black hall after shutting my eyes—even if I wasn’t a kid anymore
I was still afraid of the dark, I never got over that and it’s something my shrink said
is normal for my case, but the dark is less scary when it is your dark and your noise
and your room and your body making the creaks in the old building instead of
the things that like to crawl around at night, the things my aunt said in her croaky
smoker’s voice that I just made up when I was scared and needed to calm down
because she likes the apartment, the shrink agreed with her, but Auntie’s room was
at the other end of the old place, it was Mom and Dad’s old room , and I couldn’t
run there if I was scared, they weren’t there, I was closer to them in my own room
and my own bed which I dove into underneath the cotton, black sheets, jerking
them over my head, I started breathing again though they were thick, heavy and
warm
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breaths, because I felt like something was there in the dark, as soon as I
stepped foot into this place I could feel eyes in the dark, it was always like that
since I was ten, and I couldn’t turn the lights on because the bulb was too
high for me to reach and Auntie didn’t feel like changing it yet, but I forgot
my flashlight tonight in my haste, I needed to go out and feel someone’s
touch, I couldn’t help it, it always was a craving that ripped in my skin, and
the shrink said that self destruction wasn’t ‘the way’ but she didn’t know it
was my way, she doesn’t know how long I have been doing this, she doesn’t
know I need to or the shadows and outlines of monsters big and small I
see would take over me, and other people can see it in my eyes through the
reflection of my irises like little ghosts over the gelatinous grey, the shrink
never sat that closely to me but it’s okay because it’s better for her if she
doesn’t see, she’ll just think I am crazy like the rest, and so I sat up since
the uneasy feeling of someone watching the back of my scalp left me, then
I thought my aunt was asleep, probably too tired to wait up for me, but the
feeling came back, and I peeked from the corner of my eye to check and see
if my closet was still taped shut with my glow tape, that way I could see it in
the middle of the night and not reach over the bed for the flashlight because
that’s what got my arm grabbed in middle school, and I still had the three
claw marks scarring the surface of it, but it was okay because the tape was
still there which made me relax a bit, so I settled back into bed and exhaled,
I didn’t know how long I held my breath but apparently it was for a while
and my whole body was tense so I reached my arms overhead to brush the
wall behind me and then stretched my legs forward underneath the blanket
when they bumped into something cold and smooth, and I heard a crunch
so I looked up and my breath caught in my throat because my mirror wasn’t
supposed to be there, I never left it there, I leave it in the closet, and I saw
the closet was still closed just a second ago, but my eyes adjusted to the dark,
and I saw in the broken mirror that the tape was torn to shreds and the door
was open into the thick, unnatural darkness, the one my parents always said
to not be afraid of but I still was because they went to check my closet when
I was ten, too old to be afraid of it, and they opened the door and they are
still checking it for me, so I wait for them every night to say it’s clear but I
don’t hear anything from there, it is just a low howl howl that whooshes like
a long tunnel and it huffs and puffs and wheezes and hisses when the door is
open so I leave it closed and taped to stop the wind from opening it— I was
about to get up to shut it but then I heard her croaky voice and the clickclack of Mother’s shoes and my blood turned to ice because my aunt was
calling my name from the closet and nothing had ever been so close to call
into my room before.
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On the Road
						by Chris DeGusto
Life is a road Kerouac got that right we all journey our road just like any
other in this maddening sprawl of pavement dirt grass or whatever you see
as a fitting path we aren’t in search of the end just those whose roads overlap
ours those souls that illuminate the barren highway in the dead of night who
awaken the traveler within us we drive around simply to find them sometimes
we only cross paths for brief moments others for miles and miles across the
land gazing at sunrises in the dozens and hundreds together eyes plastered on
sites only imaginable when you’re asleep we mourn as some roads come to a
final end and rejoice when new roads are birthed as cracks are filled in others
while some are rebuilt all the while we are only destined to be driving our own
road some roads run parallel across the country or others intersect and cross
each other at junctions that never truly touch how sad that what could be will
never be we’ll journey with many good friends stopping at big cities and small
bars making memories and more friends along the way maybe one day we’ll
even park near each other on the same street as we grow older driving our
roads and driving our souls together and if we’re lucky we’ll find someone
who gets us and we’ll drive our two endless roads forever until death do us
part and dawn refuses to break it’s not about the road itself nor what’s left
behind or the city lights you’ll roll toward with the windows down and your
arms flying outside it with cigarette smoke in the wind singing out of key with
your heart only latched onto your dreams ahead forgetting the borders you’ve
crossed and the seemingly endless distance and adventures you’ve had but the
road is too long to do it alone it has too many detours and far too many other
drivers all wanting off at the same exit yes the road contains it all the best of
memories the wildest of parties endless flat tires unlimited drinks girls’ laughs
tears debaucheries bumps bruises fender benders and uncounted tolls but it
also has the passion the charisma the romance and the traffic that’s why we’re
always on it because some roads you’d do anything to drive right alongside
both the madness and the joy of sitting in a car right next to someone
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Sockrifice
					by Christina Payne

I feel water soaking through every fiber of my being. It’s
overwhelming heaviness making movement near impossible. And then
I’m moved. A bright light flashes briefly before me, mesmerizing and
brilliant, and then I am thrown into a tin cell. The sweater next to me
gently puts its arm on my heel.
“It’s time,” he says delicately, his bright, blue buttons glistened
with moisture.
“I’m ready,” I respond. And I am. I can feel the resolve burning
inside of me. The machine turns on and the light swirls. All of us from
grey dress pants to ratty t-shirts are sucked on to the walls forcefully.
Water is flung off us in torrents, as the heat rises. My time is approaching.
I turn to my other half, my better half, and say “I know you’ll do the best
you can in my absence.”
She looks at me water streaming down her sole like tears, “I will, I’ll keep
his toes as warm as I can!” She gently folds so that her toe seam falls
along mine. No one ever thought we’d work, her red with blue stripes,
and my blue with red stripes. But we knew. We knew we were made for
each other.
The heat burns along the metal like a hot iron searing away the
heaviness.
“Sacrifice! Sacrifice! Sacrifice!” The chant starts to build as every
article of clothing awaits the inevitable.
I turn to my right sock and delicately caress her in a final farewell. I am
the sacrifice, I am the cost of clean laundry. Each load a sock is chosen,
selected by a higher power in the name of cleanliness to enter the void
of lost socks.
The heat can’t go any higher, “SACRIFICE! SACRIFICE!
SACRIFICE!” It is time, and with one final look at my striped companion,
I am launched into the abyss.
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Poppy
					by Sydni Masiello

The day Poppy died, I had woken up as if it were any other day; I got out of my
comfy bed, brushed my teeth, and went to school. I had no idea of the future to
come. It was just like any other December day; the sun was shining softly on last
night’s snow.
I was in Chemistry class when I got the call. “Sydni Masiello to the main
office,” the loudspeaker said. My heart dropped.
My feet carried me down the hallways, but my thumping heart told me to
turn back, to forget it all, to pretend nothing was happening.
In the main office, I met my mom and my cousin, both with tears staining
their cheeks. Just recalling the memory makes me want to cry. I was shocked to
say the least. Poppy had just gotten out of the hospital after having heart surgery,
having been deemed as in recovery. He had died in his sleep, peacefully. The pang
in my heart radiated throughout me like someone striking a gong. We all walked in
silence to my mother’s car, the lockers passing me like an endless hallway leading
nowhere.
I couldn’t even look at my mom or my cousin. I felt like everyone’s eyes
were on us. Even though no one knew but us, I still felt the eyes of a thousand
people on me.
The day didn’t get much better from there. It was spent full of people
coming in and out of my grandparents’ apartment, reciting the same five words
as everyone else: “I’m sorry for your loss.” The death of Poppy didn’t hit me until
I saw his body. He looked so normal, so comfortable, as if he was just asleep.
I wanted to go up to him and wake him up. It didn’t seem real. I sat next
to him for several minutes waiting for his eyes to flutter open. They never did.
What really proved the worst for me was seeing my grandmother. She had
been with
Poppy since she was seventeen. He was the love of her life, her best friend. I can
just picture her touching his hands, weeping over his lifeless body as she exclaimed,
“He’s so cold. He was always so warm.”
Life is so short, it’s what you make of it. Poppy lived such a fruitful life
filled with so many happy memories. He impacted people’s lives in such a positive
way. I truly believe that he left the world better than it was before.
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WANTED
						by Kendra Asaph
A large, menacing deathtrap with flame filled entrapments and a
staircase that never seems to end. Shocked awake by a pointed scream, you open
your eyes and see darkness. You blink smoke into them, stinging them as you
cough up black soot and gasp in terror. Your tongue stings with the acrid tang
of scorched chemicals. Your ears ring from a millisecond’s silence that seemed
to stretch for eternity as musky air tightens around your face like a silk scarf
gently cutting off your air supply. Your mother’s voice drew you out of your
slumber and you stumbled after it in panic and confusion. She screamed for you
to get up and run down the stairs, her voice shrill and panicked, cracking with
tears and tightened lungs. The contents of the engorged furnace bursts onto
the front lawn as you seek shelter in your grandmother’s van tucked away in
the curve of the cul-de-sac where it would be unreachable to the vicious flames
before it.
Your grandmother seized the role of your tenacious guardian as your
mother paced frantically along the grass calling for help on her cell phone. You
peeked through the window of the van, taking in the sight of her shaking hands,
and heaving chest, her long, pristine nails raking through her thick chestnut
hair. You couldn’t make out her words, but you could see her stuttering, her eyes
blinking too fast as she struggled to process what had just happened and blink
back the tears that you knew she didn’t want you to see. Your grandmother
attempted to soothe you, but she knew that you were inconsolable, and you
knew that it was futile to act like everything was all right when your entire world
was burning down around you.
You gazed up to see flames engulfing the entity that had kept you safe
your entire life and you begged it to tell you why it was betraying you now.
It groaned its answer in painful remorse, as some of its walls crashed heavily
inward and it began to give in to the insatiable crackling of the painted wood.
Faint pops became monstrous creaks as the house fought its hardest to resist
collapsing under the insatiable attacks on its structure. In your fear, you forgot
about your dog, just as scared, confused, and naïve as you, hiding under your
grandmother’s bed. You were led out of that house by the direct instructions of
someone older and wiser than you, but that little dog was alone and forgotten
and unable to guide himself to safety. You were too young and scared to be a
hero, but your cousin was old and agile enough to race back in and save him for
you. You held your breath until you saw him somersault out of your front door
with a yelping ball of fluff in his bloody hands.
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Your young, pliable mind was incapable of processing anything that was
going on around you. All you knew was something horrible was happening and
everyone else was just as scared as you. You desperately wanted your mother to
hold you and tell you that everything would be okay, that everything would go
back to normal, but you knew that none of that was true and that she had more
important things to deal with besides your juvenile hysteria. The most terrifying
thing of all was watching the adults that you had once perceived to be fearless,
invincible, and all-knowing become just as clueless and scared as you. They tried
to hold it together on your behalf, but you saw it in their eyes that they felt just
as paralyzed as you. Your mother, always the captain, took control and got you
all to safety before calling for help and answering the authorities’ questions. You
so craved her touch, but you steeled yourself against the baby inside you that
whimpered and pleaded for affection and sat silently like a good little soldier.
Crying was for babies and you weren’t a baby anymore. It was time for you to be
her rock. You watched as she tried to put together the pieces of the night before
and explain as best as she could to the officers writing the report. You imagined
yourself outside the van, holding her hand as she stood with the group of police
officers watching the beautiful and horrible scene unfold.
There was nothing left but to hope that you didn’t lose everything. Helpless
and desperate, you prayed your tiny heart out. You prayed that everyone would
be okay. You prayed that your lives would be salvageable. You prayed that the rest
of the house wouldn’t be destroyed, knowing that the first half was already gone.
You prayed that even the smallest bit of your beloved home would stay standing
when the sun finally rose.
It suffered immense damage, obliterating any evidence of the garage,
your mother’s room, both of your brothers’ rooms, half of the living room, and
half of your porch playroom; but as the light of the fire was replaced with the
glow of the sun, the second half stood tall. It looked as if a great sword had sliced
through the chest of the house, broken sizzling boards stuck out like cracked ribs
longing to reconnect with their other halves. Dry wall crumpled over the carcass
of the house as insulation laid around like the stuffing of a shredded dog toy.
Wounded and incomplete, but still there, a monument to your youth. Going back
to that house, you scavenged through and picked what you absolutely needed to
salvage, yet you never found those missing pieces that you dropped from your
heart as you ran from your beloved sanctuary. Perhaps they were stepped on and
crushed into a powder. Perhaps they were picked up and carried away before you
got to them. But there must be a matching set somewhere in the world. Please
contact the number below if you have such a heart in your possession. Budget
is expended. There is nothing left to give.
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A filthy, broken building, missing some parts and just as fragile as
me. Carefully stepping through the debris as if even the slightest motion
could cause the rest of the house to come crumbling down on top of me.
Everything was stained black from soot. The stench of stale, acrid smoke
and sweet charred wood permeated every inch. Walking through the halls
of the house I had cherished for the first eight years of my life and having
to gingerly pick through the remains removing anything I needed to keep
before it was all demolished. The anguish settled deep into our bones
impenetrably. It was thick and dark and wet and made every step feel like I
was dragging my body through a lake of quicksand. I slowly and agonizingly
weighed my options between my favorite clothes, my favorite toys, and my
beloved stuffed animals that had been my best friends throughout my entire
childhood. The most painful decision I had to make was between the Romeo
Beanie Baby that I had dragged around with me everywhere for four years,
through five separate incarnations, or the rugged Snuggles stuffed bear that
I had received the day I was born. Learning from experience that Romeo
does not look the same after a bath, I clutched my Snuggles with resolute
determination and retreated into my new life, abandoning the weight of
my childhood possessions behind me in a mass of wet and burnt materials.
Choosing between my soaked, ashen, smelly possessions was damaging
enough, but the sight of the absolute nothingness that was left of my
mother’s life was obliterating.
I vividly recall finding her SentrySafe fireproof lockbox on the
ground where her room once stood, it had melted becoming broken
and covered in ash. Fireproof, it claimed, but only for thirty minutes at a
temperature of 1550 degrees Fahrenheit. An average housefire is said to
be about 1100 degrees; it appeared the time limit was more accurate than
the temperature gauge on this little black box. Coins melted together, and
papers were licked black by flames. This was the box that had once held her
most valued possessions. It was supposed to keep them secure in the event
of an emergency, yet when the time came it failed her. She had nothing left.
She had three kids but none of the remnants of our growth—baby pictures,
baby books, tiny newborn footprints, locks of hair from first haircuts that
still felt baby smooth before they took on the flames like a field in a drought,
soft cotton onesies covered in stains and memories—that she held so dear.
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My loss was poignant to my inexperienced mind, but hers was
catastrophic in comparison. She and my grandmother had each gone
through two house fires at this point, forced to start their lives over two
separate times, lulling themselves into a false sense of security and a likely
temporary home in order to cope with the pressing fear of losing it all yet
again. I hoped that my life would just pick up where I left off that I could
have a normal childhood once we recovered from the trauma of losing our
home, but I was foolish in thinking that we could recover. There is no cure
for the pain we suffered, but there may be hope of remission. In search of a
good cardiologist, capable of removing a vast weight from the heart. Budget
depends on whatever my insurance is willing to shell out.
An average sized, average looking empty house that will be easily
replaceable. Boxes still packed in anticipation of the next move. Walls that
keep out the cold and intruders rather than keep in the warmth and love.
Home isn’t a place anymore. Home was burned to ashes years ago when
the garage was engulfed in flames and everything you knew was reduced to
fodder for the ravenous beast of the inferno. Home isn’t just the place you
return every night to eat and sleep when the day is over. Home is a feeling
that embraces you as you enter a place that houses your heart. Home can be
a place or a person or even an object that you hold sacred—a small, stained,
rough teddy bear, famous from fabric softener commercials that used to be
cuddly and adorable, but after two decades of aggressive love and wear now
holds a creepy grimace and a torn foot that enhances the redness of its glass
eyes. It smells like must, wooden drawers, dark corners, and old houses after
a dozen and a half washes and years of burying it away underneath beds
and in cramped boxes. Deep in the crevice of its neck, it smells faintly like
thirteen-year-old stale smoke, burning nostalgia, and suffocating desire. It
smells like what’s left. This stubborn scent is all that is left, it… and you. You
learned what home was the day that you watched it burn to the ground and
no place has ever felt the same since. It wasn’t just the memories and the
objects within it that made it your home either. It was the house itself. That
wonderous old structure never felt like a mere “house” it felt like something
beyond that. It was magical and wonderful, it felt like love and safety.
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That house had a soul that you, in your hyper-sensitive childlike
wisdom, felt and knew and loved. And it loved you back. Like a grandmother,
the house watched you, protected you, nurtured you, and loved you dearly.
And then, she died. You know that nothing could ever replace her, just like
nothing could ever replace your mother or your dogs or your first love, but
then you never opened yourself up and tried to find someone to love you like
that house did, something or someone to help you understand that it’s okay
trying to belong somewhere else when the one place you felt a part of was
stolen from you. You don’t know if you’ll ever find another home again, but
you do know that you’re not interested in sticking around long enough in
one place to find out. Looking for an apartment, anywhere new, cat friendly,
budget negotiable.

Send Inquiries to: The little girl at 31 Sherry Lane in May 2004.
Phone number no longer in service. No forwarding address.
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Mãe
					by Maria Antonia Silva
Fifteen metal chairs with yellow, diamond patterned cushions begin to
shake. Because the pastor was giving a sermon, the vibration was distracting, but
I knew where it was coming from. Mãe always had her legs crossed just as we
had always been taught to do. But, what she had not been taught to do was shake
her top leg vigorously.
White walls, plain chairs. “Get your flu shot today” posters on the wall.
Yellow lights. Tap, tap, tap, pause, tap, tap. Even the quietest of places, like a
hospital, were brought to life by Mãe. No matter where we were her feet rotated
perfectly around her ankles and her crossed leg shook rapidly. The one thing that
was supposed to stay flat on the ground, her heel, was actually prompted up on
her tippy toes, tapping on the floor to a 1-2-3-pause-1-2 beat. It drives me nuts.
The shaking, the tapping, it makes me want to rip and tear my hair and ear
drums out.
My bedroom shares a wall with the living room, so when Mãe watches
Brazilian television, I wish it was louder. As I would rather study to the TV’s
noise than Mãe’s tapping. Tap, tap, tap, pause, tap, tap. “Mãe, could you please
stop smacking your foot on the ground!” I would shout from my room. Pause.
Silence reigning for a brief moment until tap, tap, tap, pause, tap, tap. I know
she’s doing it on purpose. The beat changes from time to time, but the tempo
always stays the same. Sometimes she does tap, pause, tap, tap, tap. I don’t care
what rhythm she chooses to tap to, all I know is that it makes me want to scream.
But, what I find interesting is the fact that she keeps her tempo perfect
and follows through every beat. I’ve been playing piano and singing in choirs since
I was eight, my sister has been playing violin since she was ten, and my brother
is eight and learning piano as well. We consider ourselves to be a very musical
family. Mãe as far as I know doesn’t play an instrument, but by shaking her leg
and tapping her feet, it shows she has music running through her body. Growing
up in Brazil meant less opportunities, and learning to play an instrument was
never a thought in her mind because of the cost.
My brother and my tap, tap, tap, pause, tap, tap happen on the piano,
my sister’s tap, tap, tap, pause, tap, tap happens on the violin. Maybe, Mãe’s
instrument are her legs, and maybe, I should accept it and let her play her music
proudly, not trying to silence her unique beat and perfect tempo.
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Displaced
							by Heba Munir
Dear classmate, you claim you are a liberal, but then come at me for my
decision to wear fabric on my head, because you assume that it makes me religious,
that it means I’m a conservative follower, that I will judge you if you do not follow
my morals and my ways of life despite the fact that you just passed your judgment
on me. You critique me for not siding with science, when you do not even know my
beliefs. Fuck, I do not even know my beliefs. Empirical data, is lyrical data, sound but
shifting. The Quran has never changed, it stays static, so for me personally, it keeps
me grounded. Despite that, people, across cultures, use religion as a puppet for their
alternative agendas. That is not what I follow. It is not what I believe. That is not me.
I just like being grounded. To know that I can come home and submit.
How do I tell the world my fear of sinning is not fused with the “stringent”
religion I chose, but the genetics that have been inflicted, I mean blessed upon me? It’s
like the stigma with mental illness, no one believes it until they can intrinsically see the
difference between themselves, and everyone else. It’s the same as how the belief that
white privilege doesn’t exist works. It’s also how, the “All Lives Matter” works or, the
“Make America Great Again” works, without realizing that America was never great.
That maybe America was founded on genocide.
That maybe Western society has taught minorities to hate themselves. Just
look at a runway. Look at all the whites and the speckles of brown and black. The
darker shades are there to compliment the pale and beautiful. The fair and lovely.
Think to yourself. What do you prefer? An Indian accent or a British one?
Be honest. Let’s talk about how the government released cheap crack to the masses
of Latinos and blacks. Let’s talk about how we were making fun of big lips until Kylie
Jenner got a lip job. Let’s talk about the fact that black women are the most underrated
individuals within society. Let’s talk about the Black Muslim Woman who gets shat on
in Western society for being a Muslim woman, and gets underrepresented for being
black, while her Muslim counterparts look down on her for her skin and her customs.
This world is so fucked up I do not even know where to begin. I have a privilege. My
privilege remains in my class in society. My privilege does not remain in my skin but I
have it better than others. I classify myself as a minority because this society has told
me over and over again that I am not American. My grades will not strip me of

my skin color, they will not rewrite my prophesy that shit will explode in front
of you, because you are displaced. You don’t belong here. You don’t belong in
Pakistan either. You have no home.
Maybe, minorities like me tend to be more traditional.
Maybe, minorities like me cling to a God.
Maybe, minorities like me have hope of something more.
Because this world has continuously told us that,
we will
never
fit in.
This is the struggle of a minority.
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My Best Friend
					by Elizabeth Joy Hadley
When I was twelve, I had the best day of my life. It was two days before
school started and I was itching to get back to some sort of routine again. My
dad was at work, and my brother and I were watching a movie. My mom called
us out to the front yard and my heart started beating so fast. There he was. The
cutest dog that I ever saw in my entire life. His paws were bigger than the rest
of his body. His head was huge and he bumped into things when he walked.
He was running around the yard and saying “Hi” to everyone. He was trying so
hard to understand who we were. I didn’t know it at the time, but this was the
beginning of the most heartfelt friendship I would ever have.
We named him George. At ten weeks old, we knew this yellow lab puppy was
going to be huge, and we knew he was going to add so much joy to our family.
We took him to Petco, and he was so curious, sniffing everything, always saying
“Hi” to everyone. He got so much attention, it was like he was a superstar. He
was a superstar to me.
At first, George couldn’t go up the stairs, he didn’t know how. So, my
brother Bruce and I trained him to go up the stairs by putting a cookie on each
one. George could never pass up a treat and he was so proud of himself when
he finally went up the stairs for the first time. We were too. We went for walks
everywhere, and George would never get tired. I talked to him about my day,
and his ears would perk up as he listened, even if he had no idea what I was
saying.
Every morning when I wake up he trots over to see me, so excited, so
happy. It’s like we are meeting for the first time all over again. At dinner, he lays
on the ground next to me, waiting for food to drop, or for a special treat that I
slip him. Then, he goes to his bed and I pet him. He always has a smile on his
face, because he loves the attention. Secretly, so do I.
George is my best friend. He is always there for me. I don’t know many
people who would stay awake with me all night long if I’m sick or wake up in
the morning so thrilled to see me. I don’t know many people who bark when
you walk through the door, and then jump up and down until you pet them. I
don’t know many people who look forward to every day the way George does,
and I don’t know many people who will always be there for me, the way he is
for me.
George is eight now, and when I think about a dog’s life span, I realize
that yellow labs usually don’t live past twelve or thirteen. I only have 3-5 more
years with George. I can’t imagine a day where I get home, and he won’t be
there waiting, barking for me. It breaks my heart knowing George just won’t be
with me forever. If I had my way George would be my maid of honor, because
he is the best thing to ever happen to me and my biggest supporter. I love

him, and I miss him whenever he’s not with me.
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Web MD Loneliness Guide
Overview

Loneliness is a very serious sensation that can lead to a number of severe
conditions if left unchecked. This feeling affects approximately 1.5 billion people
in the world and is considered to be felt differently by each and every one of them.
One may describe this as: over a lifetime you’ve felt a deep chasm of emptiness
that you’ve been filling with pain. Sometimes, people who suffer from this condition
may try to fill the chasm with deep dives into social media (such as the never ending
Twitter feed), substance abuse (buying a bottle of Jack and finishing it before the
night ends), and meaningless relationships (friendships and romances that you know
from the start are doomed, yet you build them anyway).

Signs and Symptoms
People who feel alone usually feel these accompanying feelings as well:
• Uneasiness in a quiet room
• Sadness in an empty home
• Sobbing over a sibling that passed before you were born
• Crying from the bullies at school
• A feeling of being overwhelmed when reading. Characters in books 		
seem so friendly and you wish desperately that you were one of them
• Feeling confused whenever girls at school would say “ew” and take a 		
seat across the room once they discovered you had a crush on them
Those who experience this feeling for longer periods may develop these symptoms:
• Feeling peaceful in a quiet room and an empty home
• Feeling anxious in a crowded room
• Becoming a bully to prevent yourself from becoming a target
• Resentment towards your parents for not giving you a sibling
• Understanding yourself to be an outsider
• A feeling that you’ve missed several opportunities when:
• People in a room talk about an event they are all going to, not 			
inviting you to join
• Your friends laugh at all the things they’ve done over the weekend, 		
things you only saw through Snapchat
• A show or movie is on and everyone is assigned a character, but you 		
are not
• Coming to understand your grandmother’s desire to be free from a 		

man, free from the many pitfalls of love
• Defeated when a friend introduces you to a friend of theirs, who 		
seems to be a better friend than you to your friend
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Diagnosis
This feeling is typically understood immediately. The younger one is, the
more acute loneliness feels. As one ages, the feeling dulls, leaving the person numb
to depictions of friendship, romance, and family. Some adults may not be familiar
with this sensation, so it may take longer for them to recognize their symptoms.
This sensation can even feel unbearable sometimes, causing total apathy.
Treatment
Treatment for loneliness is very simple. Find a friend, family member,
lover, or stranger, and have a conversation with them. This method typically works
for all people who experience this sensation. If this does not work, you may need
to consult with a physician for a diagnosis of a more serious condition. Warning:
Do not try this method on one person more than once. They were not put on this
earth for you, nor you for them. You must accept that some people just don’t want
anything to do with you. They distance themselves for no other reason than the fact
that you’re odd, or maybe you really fucked up and apologies won’t cut it. If you try
and this does not work for you, let the other person have the opportunity to reach
out, sometimes it’s better that way.
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That Which Lives Without
						by Jon-Luc Jarboe
The air, around the town of Lincoln and its inhabitants, had turned
coal-black as the last rays of sunlight disappeared from the horizon. The
once blue sky was now covered in vast stretches of storm clouds that shed
no rain. And the only sources of light were from the yellow, dim streetlights
and the silver face of the crescent moon, that broke through vast stretches
of dark clouds; occasionally, creating patches of snow-white light upon
people’s homes. It was quiet. The only sound to be heard was that of leaves
being crunched and blown around by the wind. Squirrels and birds huddled
together in their nests as frigid wind blew past, like tiny needles upon the
skin, it ripped away any comfort and warmth without mercy.
Yet, the people in their homes felt no such threat. They sat in cozy
Snuggies beside fireplaces watching Netflix or slept peacefully in snug kingsized beds. However, this was only at night. Each winter day was rough
going to work in the biting cold and only having to think about the latest
news. Each story brought new stress upon the weary population, such as
how in the next town over a man had gathered up a group of cows and shot
every one with a sub-machine gun. Screeching ritualistically into the air, he
called for the return of the Old Gods until no cattle remained, just slabs of
drilled meat and black blood. No one was scared of these stories. At least,
not at the moment.
But when the fireplaces cooled, TVs went off, and each person said
their goodnights, they had a small, insignificant thought enter the back of
their minds. It whispered, “What if…”. And they got up, closed their blinds,
and locked every door…just one more time, before drifting off to sleep. But
as they had finished locking their doors, people began to hear a noise. It
crept slow, sounding harsh and guttural. In the people’s minds it reminded
them of a slug slowly creeping its way out of deep, putrid sewers. But it
began to grow louder and faster, flying over the very air and terrain. It flew
faster and faster. Like a raptor it swooped down from the sky and shrieked:
BANG.
Then…silence. Every creature sat awake and sober. Their eyes
and ears trained collectively in the same direction…nothing. They heard
nothing. Relaxing back into their skins, they excused it as a fallen tree and
tried to drift off again.
BANG. A second shot, it was no mistake, it was a gunshot, it had to
be, they all thought. Here, in this town, no, no, no. Not here. Their minds
were paralyzed, what could the horror be? But as they listened, one final
sound was heard.
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Each person would claim it as sounding different than what the last
had said. Wolves’ united howl fused with the bubbling pop of blood oozing
out of their victim’s throat. An old lady cackling at the moon merged with
the dying gasps of an old man. The noise summoned visions of shrapnel
blasts and babies screeching as their flesh was incinerated. It sounded like
Caracal cats singing electric screams at the roaring of a jet engine. No one
agreed on the exact sound, but nonetheless, the whole town stood awake at
their windows until the sun rose the next morning.
Sirens raced throughout the town, until finally the source of the
nightmare was found. Little Rock Lane, house number 579. The home
of John Bishop and his family of four. Now, family of none. John’s wife,
Mary, had a ghostly white complexion, her torso a bright, bold red. Growing
only redder and meatier as she laid in a pool of her own encrusted blood.
Upstairs, at the end of a long hall, John laid with a hole in-between his eyes.
No one else was found. Just John, Mary, and the used handgun.
In the following weeks, the local news reported daily on the continuing
investigation of the event that would be called “The Sound”. As night came,
people shut their doors tight, shaking at the thought of “What if it visits
me next?” They knew the evidence pointed to a murder/suicide, but…The
Sound was still out there. The paranoia in their heads screamed at them,
“What if it came for me? What if I was slaughtered in my home? What if
it only took one of my legs and left me to bleed out?” What if…but soon,
it became clear there was no more evidence to be found. The police knew
John’s oldest son, Jason, had gone missing a few weeks before the event and
the youngest son, Thomas, was currently missing. But…beyond that, there
was nothing left to discover.
Eventually, it ended. The news moved onto other topics. People felt
safe once again and snuggled back into their warm sheets. The thousand
what-ifs sank slowly, but surely back into people’s subconscious. The Sound
became a local myth. The status quo was victorious as the first flakes of
snow began covering the horrors of that night. And it was on the morning
of the first snowfall, that a police cruiser slowly made its way down to the
residential areas. It drove on until finally reaching its destination. Little Rock
Lane, house number 578. Home of Richard White, John’s neighbor, and the
last person to see the family alive before The Sound. Two officers got out of
the cruiser. Officer Buckley and his partner, Officer Candil both walked up
to the front door and knocked.
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It creaked open revealing a man half the size of the officers, he was covered
up to his eyes in thick, wool blankets. Buckley spoke first, “Hello there
Richard, sorry to bother you again. But we’d like to confirm what you told
us before, can we come in?” The shrunken man opened the door with one
of his blanketed arms and answered in a dull, pale voice,
“Yes.” The two officers entered and shivered in their coats.
“It’s freezing in here! Don’t you have any heat on?”
“I’m sorry…I forgot to turn it on. Trying to save some money.” The
blanketed man replied.
“Well, anyway” Officer Candil said taking a recorder out of his 		
coat pocket, “we’d like you to tell us again what happened before 			
and after the event took place.” The tiny man stared at the officer’s 			
hand, his pupils focused on the recorder.
“Sure…what is that?” A crumpled finger pointed at the recorder,
out from under the blankets.
“Oh, this…It’s, uh…a recorder. I just press a button and it records
conversations. See?” A red light turned on the recorder.
“But again, could you recount what happened?”
It was July 2nd, John told me about these bites. Jason discovered
them one morning and screamed. John said they looked like little black pox
marks all along his lower back, with a dull green surrounding the whole
area. He looked them over, dismissed them as being caused by mosquitos,
and gave Jason some antibiotics.
It was illogical, but John was never perceptive. He often said he was
too tired to think due to work, unless he had a few drinks. A few weeks went
by, nothing. End of July, John rushes over. Asks if I had seen Jason. I replied
no. He explained, Jason hadn’t come home that night, wasn’t answering
calls, and no one knew where he was. Next morning, we formed a search
crew made of the two of us and seven officers. We searched the house, every
store in town, and even down in the deepest parts of the forest. Never found
him. John drank a lot more after that.
Two weeks later, Leon the family dog went missing too. No one placed a
call, but John was never perceptive.
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One week after, John came over and told me Tommy had been
complaining about the same pox marks. He said he knew something was
wrong. He cleaned the whole house with bleach and caustic chemicals
before giving Tommy some medication. Both house and child were clean.
But it wasn’t over. John came over distraught the next day. I asked him what
had happened. John replied, that Tommy was getting worse. John said he
was delusional… it means unusual, right...John said he was doing unusual
things, “he’s chirping like a bird, growling like a dog, and talking like…
Jason. I was going to scream at him for making fun of his brother, but those
noises…his eyes looked, so dull and white. His legs moved, no…the bones
and muscles moved in opposite ways and twitched in place. I don’t know…I
don’t know what to do.”
That was the last time I saw him alive.
“Well, thank you, anyway, for recounting the story again, Mr. White.
But, we have to leave…you see we have to file these final details. So, if you
don’t mind, we’ll be leaving.” Officer Candil said as the two officers got up
slowly and left. The tiny man’s eyes never leaving them even as they walked
out the door.
Officer Candil breathed out a heavy puff of white smoke. “Holy shit.
You saw the way he was looking at us, right? I swear his eyes were looking
straight into my soul…he did have eyes, right…was he always like that? I
could have sworn he was a lot warmer the last time we came here.”
“Yeah, well, a close friend’s death will do that to a person. Best to just leave
him alone for the moment.” Officer Buckley said. The two climbed into the
cruiser.
“Anyways, I say we wrap this one up. It’s a shame the kids were
never found. But, who knows, maybe they’re still around somewhere and we
just can’t see them.” And so, the two drove off, and the case was closed the
following day.
In the room where the officers had been, was a dusty coffee table. It
like the room had not been cleaned in months since The Sound. The carpet
was a foul brown covered in debris and crumbs. If they hadn’t focused on
the ever-present cold temperature inside, they might have smelled a stench
ruminating from the blankets dropped around the table. A thick pungent
cocktail that smelled of gas, gasoline, and garbage.
On the table, was a book. It was Tommy’s journal, a dull blue, now crinkly
from the elements. The officers had ignored it as evidence due to being unable
to read the illegible eight-year-old’s words. The last few entries read as follows:
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“…Jason keeps asking me about stuff. Like what forks and knives are
for. And sometimes, he just stares at me. No change in his face or voice…just
stares at me. And then it’ll be like we never talked at all. He tells me I’m just
making it up, that nothing is wrong. And then it happens all over again.”
“I caught him wearing a coat inside today. It’s summer, isn’t he hot
wearing that? He told me, tonight he’s leaving for a bit, but that he would be
‘back’. And to just ‘let him in’. Where’s he going? I tried asking him, but he
just stared at me, and…I froze. My mouth just stopped moving and I almost
stopped breathing. I don’t like this.”
“He hasn’t been back since that night. They’re worried, but I left the
door open, so he should be around. I don’t know. Things have been getting
worse, Leon’s acting strange. When we’re alone, it sounds like he’s talking to
me. He never used to talk. In fact, he talks just like Jason. Exactly like him.
His black, rubbery lips curl in and his teeth turn really white and flat. I would
be excited, who wouldn’t want a talking dog…but, he scares me just like Jason
used to.”
“He walks around at night. Leon, I mean. He picks himself off the
floor and his legs make this awful, crunching sound as the…I don’t want to
say it, I don’t want to remember…but the legs moved at certain bits when he
stood up. The…larger parts inside changing and pushing in and out while the
fur separated. I keep my door shut, and my ears plugged, I would tell Daddy,
but…I’m too scared.”
“Leon’s gone. But, at night I can still hear him talking to me, same as
Jason, and sometimes I even hear the tweets of a birdy. They say stuff to me, I
can’t remember though, I’ve been so tired since Daddy cleaned my room and
gave me those pills for the bug bites. I’m going to sleep.”
“Alone. Alone to write. Brother is useful. Brother will be used. Just as
before, just as after. Anerith is learning. Constantly. New word. Means keep
going on. Do not remember much. This will change.”
“Daddy was outside room. Daddy’s heartbeat was quick. Why though?
Anerith was only organizing vocal language memory. Daddy did not enter
room. But could smell sweat and hear daddy’s heartbeat. More information is
needed.”
“Brother is done. Big-brother is done. Leon is done. Birdy is done.
Need to know more. Will need daddy, mommy, and mr. white too. It will be
done. They will not know what happens next.”
“But I will.”
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Two Cups
						by Imola Toth

There were two cups, made of beetles, cockroaches, and butterflies.
Of course, the Underworld would have such a thing.
Why shouldn’t it? It was a place designed to be feared and loathed. She
had desired to come here, Persephone reminded herself. It was one of the
more pleasant ways of getting away from her mother, Demeter, Goddess
of the harvest. She had wanted - expected - her daughter to be the same,
to be made of light and wheat and sun. But she was Zeus’ child too, and
lightning coursed through her veins. Thunder and destruction had been
more familiar things to the daughter of nature and desolation.
She was the destructive daughter of a careless, vain man.
Darkness had been more of a home to her than mighty Olympus. And she
was not alone in the world of the dead. Hades was there, looking at her like
she had violated his underground sanctuary. Yet, he could not avert his eyes
from the pomegranate liquid dripping from her lips.
Oh, yes. A queen of death and darkness indeed.
He might resent her in that moment, but he would soon understand.
Our souls are made of the same grim materials.
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